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Abstract.   In 2008, the CMS experiment made the transition from a custom-parsed language 
for job configuration to using Python. The current CMS software release has over 180,000 
lines of Python configuration code. We describe the new configuration system, the motivation 
for the change, the transition itself, and our experiences with the new configuration language.
1.  The CMS Framework
The CMS software framework uses a “software bus” model, where data is stored in the event which is 
passed to a series of modules.  A single executable, cmsRun, is used, and the modules are loaded at 
runtime.  A configuration file defines which modules are loaded, in which order they are run, and with 
which configurable parameters they are run.  Note that this is not an interactive system.  The entire 
configuration is defined once, at the beginning of the job, and cannot be changed during running.  This 
design facilitates the tracking of event provenance1, that is, the processing history of the event.
2.  Configuration Files
In the current  CMSSW release, over 6000 configuration files are defined.   About ¾ of these are 
“fragments”, meant to be included into full job configurations, which make up the remainder of the 
number of files.  A standard full-chain validation job, which generates, simulates, reconstructs, and 
monitors events, defines over 700 modules, 150 sequences of modules, and over 13,000 individual 
parameters.
These configurations have a rich syntax.  Many data types exist, including  int32, uint32, 
int64, double, string, InputTag, EventID, and vectors of these types.  These data 
types can be stored hierarchically in PSets or VPSets.  Modules which operate on event data can be 
defined  as  EDProducers, EDFilters,  or  EDAnalyzers.   Modules  which  handle  time-
dependent conditions can be defined as ESSources or ESProducers, and sets of conditions can 
be chosen using  ESPrefer statements.  Modules can be grouped into  Sequences and execution 
Paths, which can be stopped by  EDFilters.  In addition, operators can define the relationships 
between elements in a path, such is inverting (“~”) or ignoring (“-“) a filter, or expressing whether or 
not modules depend on their previous element for data (“*” or “+”).
The configuration file was originally designed with a custom language syntax, parsed using the GNU 
tools Flex and Bison.  It was originally designed to be a simple declarative language, but as the system 
grew,  we  soon  found  that  we  needed  a  more  flexible  language,  in  order  to  share,  modify,  and 
customize configurations.  Python was a natural choice, because the CMS production system was 
written in Python,  and we had already defined primitive Python methods to allow the production 
system to load and customize configurations.  Examples of the old and new languages are shown in 
Figure 1.
Figure 1.  Examples of the old (left) and new (right) configuration languages.
3.  Transition to Python
The new Python configuration language was designed to keep as much syntax as possible with the old 
language.  The result of the configuration would be a Python data structure, the Process, into which 
modules  would  be inserted.   The Python configuration  would  be  started  from the C++  cmsRun 
program through a boost::python2  interface, and the Python Process object would be converted into 
the same C++ data structure as the old language was, again, using boost::python.
After the new Python data structures were defined, we created a tool to parse old configuration files 
into the new data structure, using the pyparsing3 module.  The new python data structures could dump 
themselves into both the new and the old formats, so the production system could immediately use this 
parsing tool to edit configurations.
Next came the task of translating the ~6000 configuration files in the system.  We were given CVS 
permissions for the entire release, and we made scripts to automatically parse, translate, commit, and 
tag all packages that had configuration files.  Some structures didn’t translate well automatically, so 
we edited the original configuration by hand, because we expected iterations of automatic translations. 
A period of one pre-release was defined where we would support both configuration languages, and 
we made scripts to detect when an old configuration file was changed without a change to the new 
one.
process foo = { 
  module jetAnalyzer = MyJetAnalyzer {}
  module jet50Filter = jetFilter from
      “Jets/Reco/data/JetFilter.cfi”
  replace jet50Filter.minPt = 50.
  module jet100Filter = jetFilter from
      “Jets/Reco/data/JetFilter.cfi”
  replace jet100Filter.minPt = 100.
   
  sequence jet50to100Filter =
      {jetFilter50 & !jetFilter100}
  path jet50to100 = 
      {jet50to100Filter, jetAnalyzer} 
} 
import FWCore.ParameterSet.Config as cms 
process = cms.Process(“foo”)
process.jetAnalyzer
   = cms.EDAnalyzer(“MyJetAnalyzer”)





process.jet50to100Filter  = cms.Sequence(
 process.jet50Filter + ~process.jet100Filter
)
process.jet50to100 = cms.Path(
  process.jet50to100Filter *
  process.jetAnalyzer
)
One disadvantage of this translation scheme was that neither comments nor order of configuration 
statements were preserved.   To translate  comments,  we made a second-pass  script  which tried to 
match the line following the comment in the new file.
After we automatically translated all configuration files in CVS, we announced the location of the 
translation scripts, so users could translate their own configurations.  We created a validation program, 
which dumped the C++ data structure that resulted from both old and new configurations, and checked 
them for differences.
4.  Conclusion
The new configuration language was seen to have much lower maintenance demands than the old one, 
because users could now access and change parameters using the Python language itself, rather than 
requiring us to provide the functionality.  The transition from a custom configuration language to 
Python  now  allows  CMS  users  much  more  flexibility  to  edit  and  customize  their  simulation, 
reconstruction, and analysis jobs.  
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